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Should the Constitution be Ratified?
CONNECT
You have learned about the debates and arguments during the Constitutional
Convention over the creation of the Constitution. The summer of 1787 in
Philadelphia was hot—and it was not just the temperatures. The Constitutional
Convention was meeting in the city, and the meeting room was filled with
conflict and compromise as the convention’s delegates wrangled over a new
plan of government. Yet as the convention drew to a close, some of the biggest
debates were just beginning. According to the new document, nine of the
thirteen States needed to ratify the document before it could go into effect. Still
the delegates recognized that without the support of the larger States, the new
government would have a difficult time of it. In this inquiry, you will examine
evidence and come to your own conclusion about the question: Should the
Constitution be ratified?
STEP 1 CONNECT: Develop Questions and Plan the Investigation
Step 1A: Launch the DBQ Writing Activity
Start by looking at the chart. It would take almost three years for all thirteen States to ratify the
Constitution. Some States ratified quickly, with little debate. But some of the most powerful
States—Massachusetts, Virginia, and New York—would become battlegrounds for two groups:
the Federalists, who supported the Constitution, and the Anti-Federalists, who opposed it.
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In 1787, delegates from twelve States attended a meeting that would become known as the Constitutional
Convention. Those delegates spent an entire summer debating the details of a new Constitution for the
United States. Yet as the convention drew to a close, some of the biggest debates were just beginning.
According to the new document, nine of the thirteen States needed to ratify the document before it could
go into effect. In this inquiry, you will examine evidence and come to your own conclusion about the
question: Should the Constitution be ratified?

STEP 2: Investigate  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . page 5
Now you are ready to begin your investigation. You will examine eight sources relating to the debate over
the ratification of the Constitution. These sources will include correspondence and other documents. You
will then be ready to write an essay in which you express and support your own opinion.

STEP 3: Synthesize and Demonstrate .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . page 21
Now it’s time to consider all of the evidence and viewpoints and draw your own conclusions. Use the
documents and your knowledge of history and government to write an essay on the following topic:
Should the Constitution be ratified? Consider this question from both the point of view of someone living
during the debate and from the point of view of a person living in our own times.
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evidence and come to your own conclusion about the question: Should the
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Constitution. Some States ratified quickly, with little debate. But some of the most powerful
States—Massachusetts, Virginia, and New York—would become battlegrounds for two groups:
the Federalists, who supported the Constitution, and the Anti-Federalists, who opposed it.
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Ratification of the Constitution DBQ Writing Activity • Student Instructions

Think about what ratifying the Constitution meant for both groups. Remember too, that many
people were not aware of the discussions that took place at the convention. Therefore, they
depended on debates and meetings to gain an understanding of the new document.
Before beginning your independent work, discuss the chart showing the two sides of
ratification in class or with a partner. Consider these questions:
• What do you think were some of the important social, political, and economic issues
related to the ratification of the Constitution?
• What questions might you have had for delegates to the Constitutional Convention about
the new Constitution?
Step 1B: Generate Questions
Use the Need-To-Know Questions document to capture your questions and answers about
the debate between Federalists and Anti-Federalists. Refer to your questions and answers as
you write your essay.

STEP 2 INVESTIGATE: Apply Disciplinary Concepts and Tools
Now you are ready to begin your investigation. You will examine eight sources relating to the
debate over the ratification of the Constitution. These sources will include correspondence
and other documents. You will then be ready to write an essay in which you express and
support your own opinion.
Step 2A: Analyze the Documents
Examine the eight documents relating to the debate over whether the Constitution should or
should not be ratified.
• Document A
Massachusetts Yeomen Oppose the “Aristocratickal” Constitution
• Document B
Federalist No. 10, by James Madison
• Document C
A Speech by Jonathan Smith stating why the ratification of the Constitution is necessary
• Document D
A Speech by Amos Singletary laying out his views on the proposed ratification of the
constitution
• Document E
A letter describing what “Cato” believes are the dangerous shortcomings of the proposed
executive and legislative branches of the new government
• Document F
A letter to the editor explaining one man’s reasons for supporting ratification
• Document G
A statement by a historian about Anti-Federalists and Federalists
• Document H
An article by an economics professor about Anti-Federalists
To check your understanding of each individual document, answer the multiple choice and
short answer questions attached to each document.
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Ratification of the Constitution DBQ Writing Activity • Student Instructions

STEP 3 SYNTHESIZE: Evaluate Sources and Use Evidence
to Formulate Conclusions
Now it’s time to consider all of the evidence and viewpoints and draw your own conclusions.
Use the documents and your knowledge of history and government to write an essay on the
following topic: Should the Constitution be ratified? Consider this question from both
the point of view and frame of reference of someone living during the debate and
from the point of view and frame of reference of a person living in our own times.
Step 3A: Write Your Essay
In writing your essay, make sure that you:
• Clearly state your view in a topic sentence.
• Use evidence from at least three documents. Clearly identify which documents you
are using.
• Support your viewpoint with relevant facts.
• Consider and respond to at least one argument opposed to your own viewpoint.
• Use a logical organization, including an introduction and a conclusion. Include a strong
topic sentence.
• Be sure to use social studies terminology correctly and to use standard grammar, spelling,
sentence structure, and punctuation.
• Read and revise your essay before submitting it to your teacher.
Step 3B: Edit Your Essay
Revise your writing. If your teacher allows, you may ask a classmate to peer edit your essay.

STEP 4 DEMONSTRATE: Communicate Conclusions and
Take Informed Action
In the process of doing this activity, you have learned about the issues surrounding one of
the key events of American history—the debates over the ratification of the Constitution.
In your essay, you have proved to readers that you have considered multiple sources of
evidence and points of view in order to form an educated and carefully reasoned opinion on
the question of whether the Constitution should have been ratified. When you learn or read
more about issues involving the Constitution and the Bill of Rights today, you can bring your
understanding of this event and its importance to mind.

Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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STEP 3:
Synthesize and
Demonstrate
Grading Criteria

Excellent

Acceptable

Minimal

Unacceptable

Content

Purpose of writing
is clear and
reflects
assignment;
introduction
engages reader;
ideas are well
developed and
elaborated with
substantial detail
and evidence
where appropriate;
conclusion is
strong.

Purpose of writing
is discernable and
reflects
assignment;
introduction is
provided; ideas are
developed and
elaborated with
detail and
evidence where
appropriate;
conclusion is
provided.

Purpose of writing
may be somewhat
unclear and partly
off topic;
introduction is
minimal or unclear;
ideas are only
partially developed
and minimally
supported;
conclusion is
lacking.

Purpose of writing
is unclear or off
topic; no
introduction is
provided; ideas are
not developed or
supported; no
conclusion is
provided.

Organization

Structure is clear
and appropriate to
writing type;
includes clear
introduction,
well-developed
body, and clear
conclusion; writing
is organized
logically into
paragraphs and
sentences with
transitions.

Structure is
generally clear and
appropriate to
writing type;
includes
introduction, body,
and conclusion;
writing is
organized into
paragraphs and
sentences with
transitions.

Structure may be
partially unclear,
inappropriate, or
lacking;
introduction or
conclusion is
lacking or minimal;
organization of
paragraphs or
construction of
sentences is
flawed.

Structure is largely
unclear,
inappropriate, or
lacking;
introduction or
conclusion is
missing; there are
significant flaws in
the organization of
paragraphs or
construction of
sentences.

Mechanics

Flawless spelling,
punctuation, and
grammar; varied
sentence
structure.

Some minor
spelling,
punctuation, or
grammar errors;
somewhat varied
sentence
structure.

Careless spelling,
punctuation, or
grammar errors;
repetitive sentence
structure.

Significant
spelling,
punctuation, or
grammar errors;
poor sentence
structure.

Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Printable Quick Reference

Write an Essay
There are four steps to writing an essay. You’ll start by selecting
a topic and research sources, then you’ll write an outline and
develop a thesis or point of view. After drafting your essay, you’ll
carefully proofread it to be sure you’ve used standard grammar,
spelling, sentence structure, and punctuation. Finally, you’ll revise
and polish your work.
1. Choose your topic and research sources. Check which types
of sources you will need. Gather different types of reliable sources
that support the argument you will be making.
2. Write an outline and generate a thesis. First write your
topic at the top of the page then list all the points or arguments
you want to make about the topic; also list the facts and
examples that support these points. Your thesis statement
will inform the reader of the point you are making and what
question you will be answering about the topic. When writing
your thesis, be as specific as possible and address one main idea.
3. Draft your essay. After finishing your research and outline,
begin writing the body of your essay; start with the introduction
then write a paragraph for each of your supporting points,
followed by a conclusion. As you write, do your best to
use standard grammar, spelling, sentence structure, and
punctuation. Be sure any terminology is used correctly.
4. Revise. An important part of the writing process involves
checking for areas in which information should be added,
removed, or rewritten. Try to imagine that this paper belongs
to someone else. Does the paper have a clear thesis? Do all of
the ideas relate back to the thesis? Read your paper out loud
and listen for awkward pauses and unclear ideas. Lastly, check
for mistakes in standard grammar, spelling, sentence structure,
punctuation, and usage.

Copyright © Pearson Education Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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World War II: Team Project

Name _________________________ Class ______ Date _________

Getting Started with WordPress Guide

Social Studies

Write an Essay

WordPress is a platform for building blogs and websites. This guide outlines
the basic steps to get up and running in WordPress. For detailed support
and tutorials, visit the Support section on the WordPress website and
http://learn.wordpress.com/.

Research

BeforeAlthough
You Beginthe

topics will change from one subject to the next, the format of an essay
tends
to stay
the same.
Searchtextfor
example
of well-written
essay in your online
A website
is a collection
of related
pages containing
andan
media
that are accessible
on the
online
sites,
within
your library.
useUse
this information to learn about
Internet.course,
Decide whether
you will
createor
a blog
or a traditional
website You
for yourwill
project.
Plan Your
Website
resource
to plan yourand
site. use it as a model for using standard grammar, spelling,
the
format
of essays,
sentence structure, punctuation, and proper use of terminology.
Opening a WordPress Account

By default, your WordPress website home page will display a blog. If you want to build a
Use the following tips to help you find reliable information
website without a blog, you can change your default home page in the Dashboard once you
have created a few pages.

online.

several
To open Select
a WordPress
account:keywords
1.
2.

to begin your search. Make sure your browser is in safe mode
and
then
enter
your
search
terms into a search engine. Begin with general search terms
Open a web browser window and go to: http://wordpress.com/
and
then
useHere”
more
specific
terms as you narrow down your search.
Select
the “Get
Started
or “Sign
Up” buttons.
Choose a unique address for your blog.
Set your
username,
password
and email
address
then
click “Create
Blog.”
Choose
pages
more
likely
to be
reliable,
such
as
Keep a copy of your username and password for logging into WordPress.
A confirmation will be sent to the email account you provided to activate your account.

§ optional
government
in .gov)
3. On the following screen, fill in the
information sites
or click (end
“Save Profile.”
§ locate
educational
sites
(end
in .edu)
4. Log into your email account and
the WordPress
Activation
notice.
§
5. Click the “Activate Blog” button.

nonprofit organization sites (end in .org)

Once you activate your account you will be taken to a page where you can customize the
Assume
in thecalled
world
canYou
see
you post
look of your
site with everyone
ready-made designs
Themes.
cananything
change the design
Themeon the Internet, so don’t post
of your website
at
any
time
from
the
Dashboard,
by
selecting
the
“Appearance
Menu”
then
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. That includes
sensitive information, such
“Themes.”

as your e-mail address or phone number. Don’t trust strangers on the Internet; they may
be very different from the way they describe themselves and may not mean well.

WordPress Home Page and Dashboard

Once you’ve activated your account, you will be brought to the WordPress home page.

Write the URLs for your research about essay writing here:
1.

2. the Dashboard—your home base for building and managing your website.
Here you access
To access the Dashboard:
1. Select the
3. “My Blogs” tab in the WordPress home page

2. Click the “Dashboard” link under the name of your blog.

1
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Social Studies

Assessment

Answer the following questions. Consider the video you watched and the research you
have done.
1. Recall how the two students in the video are working together to write an outline,
generate a thesis and title, and then begin to write their essay for class. Which one of
these steps do you think would likely take the most time and effort? How does thorough
researching help to improve and refine the outline? What goes into creating the title?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. What role does an outline play in creating a strong essay? How does creating an
outline help to pinpoint your essay’s thesis statement?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. In the video, one of the students is surprised to realize that it is important to pay
attention to grammar, spelling, sentence structure, punctuation, and proper use of
terminology when creating an essay for history class. Why is it just as important to
follow these rules in essays as in other types of academic writing?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2
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Social Studies

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
4. Using the essay you identified and researched earlier, write out the author’s thesis
statement. Evaluate how well the author supports this statement and list examples.
Next, create an outline from the essay. Be sure to divide the author’s topics or ideas into
different sections, as the students did with time periods in the video.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
5. Finally, read through the essay one more time, and then evaluate the author’s use of
standard grammar, spelling, sentence structure, punctuation, and proper use of
terminology. Does he or she follow the rules? How does this affect the effectiveness of
the essay?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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6. Review what you have learned about how to write an essay. Then write an essay
related to a social studies topic in your course. Use standard grammar, spelling,
sentence structure, and punctuation. Be sure to use social studies and/or economic
terminology correctly. Remember that a well-written five-paragraph essay includes an
introduction, body, and conclusion.

4
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Analyze Primary and
Secondary Sources
Primary sources are firsthand accounts of events. By contrast,
secondary sources are secondhand accounts of events. Both
sources are useful, but it is important to differentiate between
valid primary and secondary sources. In this lesson, you’ll learn
how to locate and use primary and secondary sources to acquire
information about the United States.
1. Determine who created the source as well as when and
why it was created. Determine whether it is a primary
or secondary source. Identify the author of the document.
Next, look for the date the document was written or the date
when the document was first published. Most primary sources
are written close to the date of the events described. Secondary
sources are often written well after the events described. Firsthand
observers or participants in an event create primary sources.
People who did not witness an event create secondary sources.
Primary sources record an event. Secondary sources analyze or
draw conclusions about events. Secondary sources rely on both
primary and secondary sources. Good research requires you to
analyze and evaluate the validity of information, arguments,
and counterarguments from a primary or secondary source for
frame of reference.
2. Identify the main idea and supporting details, and
determine whether they are facts or opinions. Read the
text carefully and ask yourself, “What point is this text making?”
This point is the main idea. Then reread the text and list details
that support this main idea. Decide whether these details are
facts or opinions. If the details are facts, it should be possible
to confirm them in other sources. If the author uses emotional
language that shows feelings, the supporting details are
probably opinions. Carefully analyze and evaluate the validity
of information, arguments, and counterarguments from primary
and secondary sources for point of view.

Copyright © Pearson Education Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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3. Decide whether the source’s information is biased or
if it is accurate and credible. Check statements in the text
against reliable sources, such as encyclopedias or books written
by experts on the topic. If reliable sources agree with the text, it is
probably fairly accurate. If most of the text seems to be opinions
rather than facts, it is not an accurate source of information. Still,
these opinions can teach you about the author’s world. A writer
who observed an exciting or scary event may use emotional
language to describe the event, but the source may still be a
reliable account. An important part of research is analyzing
and evaluating the validity of the information, arguments, and
counterarguments from primary and secondary sources for bias
or propaganda.
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Analyze Primary and Secondary Sources
Research
Identify a recent event in the history of the United States that interests you. Search in
your online course or elsewhere online to locate and use a primary and a secondary
source to acquire information about that event.
Use the following tips to help you find reliable information online.
Select several keywords to begin your search. Make sure your browser is in safe mode
and then enter your search terms into a search engine. Begin with general search terms
and then use more specific terms as you narrow down your search.
Choose pages more likely to be reliable, such as
§
§
§

government sites (end in .gov)
educational sites (end in .edu
nonprofit organization sites (end in .org)

Assume everyone in the world can see anything you post on the Internet, so don’t post
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. That includes sensitive information such
as your e-mail address or phone number. Don’t trust strangers on the Internet; they may
be very different from the way they describe themselves and may not mean well.
Write the URLs for your sources here:
1.
2.

Assessment
Answer the following questions. Consider the video you watched and the research you
have done.
1. How can you differentiate between valid primary and secondary sources? Are the
sources you found a primary or a secondary source?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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2. The students you heard in the video identified the main idea and supporting details,
and determined whether they were facts or opinions. What is the main idea of your
sources? Are most statements in the sources facts or opinions? In the primary and
secondary sources you identified, analyze and evaluate the validity of information,
arguments, and counterarguments for point of view and frame of reference.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. Recall how the students you heard in the video decided whether their source’s
information was biased or unbiased. Analyze your primary and secondary sources to
evaluate the validity of information, arguments, and counterarguments for bias or
propaganda. List any evidence of bias you found in your source and tell whether the
information in the source is accurate and credible.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2
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4. In a few sentences, identify what information shows that each United States history
source you found is a primary or secondary source; whether the source includes facts,
opinions, or both; and how the information might be useful in understanding the event
that it describes.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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